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PIECES
Winch 600KG (art.4422)
Winch support (art.4702)
M8 galvanized threaded bar (art.4705)
M8 screws (screws art.4703-Washers art.4707-Nuts art.4706)
M14 long tension bar (Bar art.4708-Washers art.4710)
Eyebolt (art.4711)
M14 Nuts (art.4709)
Pulley 90 (art.1601)- Wheel for pulley (art. 4713).
Pulley 60 (art.4719)
Plastic screw clamp with washer (art.4747)
Galvanized flexible wire Æ5 (art.4714)
Galvanized wire 4 (art.4715)
Screw clamps (art.4716)
Polyesther rope 3.9(art.4718)
Galvanized steel square support bar L=3mt (art.4735300)
Nipples assembled on the pipe
“Snap” type nipple
PVC 22x22 pipe L=3mt
Nipples assembled on PVC round pipe
PVC Æ26.6 pipe L=3mt
Aluminium profile (art.4990V) L=3mt
Drip cup (art.4613)
Hanger brackets for aluminium profile (art.4949)
Clip (art.4801502)
End line kit for round pipe (art.4870)
End line kit for square pipe (art.4854)
Galvanized pipe connector (art.4732L)
Aluminium profile connector
Hanger brackets for galvanized pipe (art.4732V) for feeding 
pipe (art.4742TQ – art.4742TT)
Hanger brackets for aluminium profile (art. 4948)
Plastic screw clamp (art.4746)
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7PIECES

Connectors for feeding pipes (art.4368– 4733T)
Special clamp for feeding pipes on aluminium profile (art. 4947 for S.P - art. 4946 for R.P.)
Connection for vertical inlet (art.4771C)
Connection for horizontal inlet (art.4771L)
Yellow ring for 15x10mm pipe (art.4773Q)
Red ring for 12x10mm pipe (art.4773D)
Tap ¾” (art.4744)
Pipe union connection ¾” (art.4798)
Valve (art.4849)
 Coloured floating ball art. 4727.
 Floating ball art. 4957.
Adjustment knob
Head connector (art.4725)
Appropriate rilsan spiral (art.4827)
Feeding spiral pipe L= 6mt (art.4772Q)
Pressure reducer’s 4901 nozzle (art.490103)
Gasket (art.480107)
Nozzle extractor (art.490102)
Ring
Galvanized antiroost steel 1.6mm cable (art.4737)
Steel blush clamp (art.4738)
Tensioning spiral spring (art.4739)
End line bracket (art.4742TFL – 4742TFLT)
Cristal pipe (art.4728)
Floating balls (40A art. 4727 - 40B art. 4957)
Nozzle for reducer 4802 (art.480103)
Tap for the drainage of the line’s water (art.4784)
Spring (art.4726)
T connection (art.4791)
Duble system antiroost
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NORMS OF USE OF SNAP FLOOR WATERING SYSTEM

• By regulating the reducer, increase the water pressure up to 40cms/h2o
• Check if there are leaks and if there is water available in every nipple.
• Eliminate alignment imperfections which could cause “air-pockets”.
• Use the highest possible lighting power. (even up to 90/100 lux).
• Reduce the water pressure to approx. 10cm/h2o (4in).
• Touch the nipple pin not before 15 minutes from the arrival of chicks in order to favour the formation   
of a drop which attracts the chick’s attention.
•  Place the feeding near to the drinking lines.
• Place the heating source near the drinking line.

Adapt the line’s height according to the chicks size. The animal’s beak, in the drinking position, 
must be inclined upwards, comfortably, without effort, in order to ensure the falling of water into 
the beak and not to ground.

Normally, the cycle must start with the minimum water pressure:
- 10 cm. (4in) above the drinker’s pipe level for the first 4 days, then increase approximately 5cm 
(2in) for every week of growth.

What’s stated above must be considered only as a general reference. The ideal height in order 
to ensure the correct delivery of water from the nipples is subject to many factors, such as 
temperature, relative humidity, climatic season, type of house, type of ventilation, type of animal, 
type of litter, eventual diseases, slope of the house.

Remember that the higher is the water column of the drinking line, the greater is the water 
delivery from the nipples, with a consequent higher probability for the litter to get wet: it’s dvisable 
to increase the water column’s height as the animals grow, especially during the summer.

If the litter under the drinker line starts to get wet, it means that the water column is too high; 
therefore, decrease the water column height until the litter gets dry again;
as general rule, the water column’s height should be as high as possible, compatibly with the 
need to maintain a dry litter.
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Pressure-rinse of the pipes in order to eliminate eventual residues or deposits, by using the following instructions:
• Close the transparent level check pipes, if not supplied with the valve cap for automatic closure
• Open the bypass tap of the pressure reducer and let water and detergent in the pipes for a period of time    
    not greater than the one recommended by the manufacturer of the detergent - disinfectant products
• Good cleaning results are obtained with a peracetic acid base solutions
• Completely empty the pipes if you’re entering the cold season and you fear the water might freeze inside
    the pipes. However, when possible, to let the pipes full between one cycle and the following one would be better.

Please mind that the water column’s height is nearly directly proportional to the nipples water 
delivery: for example, at 30 cms there will be a water availability nearly 3 times higher than the 
one we could have at 10 cms.

Frequently check the water availability from every nipple; air-pockets might form due to a bad 
levelling of the line or wrong water column regulation, in relation to the animal’s size, and this ould 
damage the animal’s growth.

Remember that during the peak drinking times, the level-check ball tends to go down, so regulate 
the pressure in order to avoid the complete drop of the float ball with the consequent emptying 
(even if partial) of the pipes.

The line’s height in relation to the animal’s size and the water pressure regulation are very 
important to obtain a dry litter and a good productivity.

During the warmest periods, increase the water pressure, as much as twice the level used during 
the coldest periods.
Frequently check the water filter, and clean the cartridge if necessary.
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Fix the winch       to the wall in the chosen position, using the winch support       and the M8 - 1 mt 
long threaded bar       . Mount the winch onto the support using the M8 screws      , nuts and washers 
(fig.1).

MOUNTING OF THE LIFTING SYSTEM

Drill the wall in correspondence with the drinker line position. For the fixing of the Ø 90 mms pulley 
to the wall, use the M14 – 33 cms long tension bar      , letting it project for some cm. inside the 
house in order to keep the same distance of the Ø 5 mms cable from the wall.
Screw the eyebolt      to this extremity blocking it with a lock nut       . Hook the Ø 90 mms pulley to 
the eyebolt       (fig.2).
Fix the 60 mm pulleys       to the house’s tension bars or to hooks or self-threading screw eyes (not 
supplied), in a way that allow them to carry the line’s weight, placing them at a distance of 3 mts, 
and setting out to keep the most perfect alignment.
It’s better to keep the distance between the pulley bigger than the distance from the ground at 
the point of maximum lifting, in order to avoid that, when the lifting is finished, the screw clamps 
interfere with the pulleys.
Couple one 60 mms pulley       to another one to carry out the return of the drop cable (fig.3), in 
order to avoid that, when the lifting is finished, the screw clamps      don’t enter in the  90 mms 
pulley fixed to the house’s wall.

The system is supplied with kinds of wire: one 5 ms 
wire      , 9 mts long, very flexible, suitable to be 
winded on the winch; One 4 mms wire      is more 
rigid and very stretch-resistant, in order to conserve 
the line’s height calibration.
Fix an extremity of the 5 mms galvanized wire to 
the winch, winding it twice on the rundle. Make the 
other extremity pass through the 90 mm pulley and 
connect it to the extremity of the 4 mms wire using 
metal screw clamps      art. 4716 -(fig. 4).

fig.1
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fig.2
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Cut the 3,9 mms polyesther ropes       in pieces of opportune length (we recommend to cut them 
at a length that is equal to the distance between the galvanized cable and the ground + 10 cms) 
(fig.6)     , fix them to th galvanized 4 mms cable using the appropriate screw clamps       art. 4747 - (fig.7).

fig.4

fig.5

fig.6

fig.7
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  Stretch the 4 mms wire along the house’ ground up to the  
  last pulley of the line passing out of all the other pulleys  
  and paying attention while unrolling the cable not to let it  
  kink, in order to avoid kinks when put into tension.

  Temporarily block the cable at the bottom of the line, by  
  the opposite side from the winch’s place (for example,  
  using a house’s tension bar), in the most opportune   
  position; stretch the cable in order to lift it, operating the 
winch, and help the rise tying it up to some of the house’s tension bars using pieces of steel wire(fig.5).
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2. Galvanized steel square support bar       with “SNAP” – type nipples      assembled on PVC round 
pipe       26,6 mms (fig.9);

CORTI’s floor watering nipple systems are available in four versions, depending on the support for 
the line stiffening and the type of PVC pipe for the water supply.
On all the four versions, seven main different types of drinker are suitable, in order to meet the needs 
depending on the different kind of animals breeded and the different climatic situations.

1. Galvanized steel square support bar       with nipples       assembled on PVC square pipe       22 x 
22 mms - nipples screwed directly into the PVC pipe or “SNAP” type      (fig.8);
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3. Aluminium support bar       with nipples assembled on PVC square pipe 22 x 22 mms - 
nipples       screwed directly into the PVC pipe       or “SNAP” type      (fig.10);

4. Aluminium bar       with “SNAP”       type nipples, assembled on 26,6 mms round PVC pipe      (fig.11);

It’s advised to place the last plastic clamp for the connection Art N° 4947 in correspondence with 
the underline support Art N° 4949, to prevent the sliding of the plastic clamp on the structural steel, 
with consequent sliding of the PVC PIPE .

It’s advised to place the last plastic clamp for the connection Art N° 4946 in correspondence with 
the underline support Art N° 4949, to prevent the sliding of the plastic clamp on the structural steel, 
with consequent sliding of the PVC PIPE .

fig.10

fig.11
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The end line kits, for all the four systems above mentioned, may be two, and the difference between 
them depends on the kind of pipe for the water supply, that may be square       or round       (fig.14).

Using nipples assembled directly onto the PVC square pipe, a drip cup      art.4613 is available in 
case of high water delivery (fig.12).
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Normally, the water supply kit art. 4901 is suitable for all the four systems above mentioned; only 
in the cases n. 3) and n. 4), with aluminium support bar, the standard water supply kit must be 
completed by the integration kit art. 4742V (fig.13), composed by two hanger brackets       for head 
and end line and a special clip       the allows to joint the pressure reducer to the aluminium profile; 
these items will have to replace the analogous ones already supplied within the water supply kit 
above mentioned.
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fig.14
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• Place the hanger brackets     on the galvanized pipe      or      on the aluminium profile      , 
in correspondence with the dangling ropes from the Ø 60 mms pulleys     . Place another 5 or 
6 brackets in such a way as to keep a distance of approx. 60 cms between each of them and 
the following one (according to the spacing of the pulleys). The hanger brackets must not be 
buttoned up yet. In case of aluminium profile support bar, temporarily hook its proper brackets 
to distribute them uniformly (one every 60 cms). Insert the rope through the holes in the hanger
bracket and block it with the plastic cable screw clamp      (fig.16).

• Place the galvanized bar 25 x 25 mms or the aluminium profile bar along the line, connect them one 
another with the appropriate connector for galvanized pipe      or aluminium profile      , beating with 
a small plastic hammer without denting them (fig.15).

• Adjust the levelling by making the galvanized bar or the aluminium profile getting close to the 
floor. Align the Ø 26,6 mms      round plastic pipes or the 22 x 22 mms      square plastic pipes and 
connect them (with the drinkers already mounted) to one another with the special connectors       , 
lubricating them with water and soap. Please pay attention not to let dirt into the pipes (fig.17).

INSTALLATION OF THE DRINKING LINE
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• In case of galvanized pipe support bar, fit the PVC pipe line into the appropriate seats of the 
hanger bracket      ; in case of aluminium profile support bar, use the already placed special 
clamp       , releasing them, and paying attention to keep a distance of 15 – 20 cms between the 
PVC pipe’s connectors and the galvanized bar’s or aluminium profile’s connectors, thus giving 
more rigidity to the line.

If the hanger brackets interfere with the drinkers, the hanger brackets must be moved a little bit.

• In case of use of the round PVC pipe      , insert the lateral fins of the “SNAP” drinker’s tie      in 
reason of one for every pipe at least, in order to avoid rotations of the PVC pipe (fig.19).

fig.18

fig.19
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The pressure reducer art. 4901 is particularly sensitive equipment used for water supply of the 
drinking lines where it is necessary to change the water flow and to adjust it to the age or 
animal’s needs.
When the water pressure is changed with the pressure reducer, also the pressure of the available 
water in the drinking line changes in order to be weight according to the breeding needs.
The correct dose of the water allows an easier, rapid and perfect watering besides limiting the 
superfluous and dangerous water sprays that wet the litter damaging the breeding cycle.
Inclusive of one tap on the upper side, the reducer has two opposite lateral outlets: one ¾” 
threaded and one with o-ring Ø 26,6 mm. appropriate for the connection with pipes or pipe-
fittings Ø 26,6 mm. or ¾” threaded.
The supply tap, which with the use of the appropriate nozzle has also a BY-PASS function for the 
exclusion of the pressure reduction, is mounted on the pressure reducer inlet, marked with the 
ref. “O”, on the nozzle art. 490103.

It is supplied with two-inlet connectors : one with vertical axis      (art. 4771C) and one with 
horizontal axis      (art. 4771L) - (fig. 20).

With the reducer there are also supplied two rings for pipes closure: one yellow ring      (art. 
4773Q) for supplying pipe Ø 15x10 mm. and one red ring      (art. 4773 D) for pipe Ø 12x10 mm. 
ring (fig. 20).

Attention: Screw completely the inlet tap on the pressure reducer because if the tap is not 
completely screwed in its appropriate seat, it may provoke the wrong working of the pressure 
reducer as it could allow the water entering inside the reducer with high pressure.

The pressure reducer art. 4901 can be used either at the head of the line or in the centre of the 
line using on the threaded outlet or the ¾” tap      for the first case or the ¾” pipe fittings      for 
the second case (shown on fig. 20).

MOUNTING AND USE OF THE PRESSURE REDUCER ART. 4901

34
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fig.20

For lines superior than 78 mt. it is advisable to place a central water supply to shorten the length 
of the distance covered by the water. This allows keeping a lower water column avoiding the 
risk that it reaches the end of the line and causes air pockets.
In the upper side of the reducer, it is placed through the appropriate ¾”connection, the 
transparent check pipe that through the coloured floating ball allows to check the height of 
the water column and therefore the check of the outlet pressure.

On the upper side of the flexible check pipe it is 
found the stainless steel valve art. 4849   
controlled from the coloured floating ball art. 
4727 .
The valve prevents from water flow from the 
check pipe when the water pressure has an 
unexpected increase, due for example to 
the  pening of the by-pass function during the 
cleaning of the line.
Besides, on the PVC rigid pipe it is the floating  
all art. 4957      that closes the water flow, thus 
entering in the appropriate seat with gasket of 
the threaded tap.

40
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40B
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To adjust the outlet pressure, turn the knob as shown by the arrows      (fig. 22 - clockwise to 
lower the water pressure; anticlockwise to increase the water pressure) until the floating ball, 
found in the transparent check pipe, is positioned at the desired height.
Note: the highest is the water pressure the greater is the water offered to the animals but 
greater is also the possibility to have the litter wet or humid.
If the litter under the drinker line starts to get wet, it means that the water pressure is too high; 
therefore, decrease the water column’s height until the litter gets dry again.
As general rule, the water column’s height should be as high as possible, compatibly with 
the need to maintain a dry litter.

WATER FLOW ADJUSTMENT 

41

41
fig.22
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After the connection of the PVC pipes with the drinkers in the two lateral outlets of the
pressure reducer, or in one outlet in case of head supply, connect to the galvanized pipe
or to the line support aluminium profile       to the reducer.
For the connection to the galvanized pipe use the clip       supplied with the reducer; for the 
connection to the aluminium profile use the clip included in the 4742 integration kit.
Let the galvanized pipe or aluminium profile project for approx. 10 cm beyond the clip, in 
order to have the possibility to fix the hanger brackets of the anti-roost pipe art. on the head 
to connect to the reducer, the appropriates head connectors       and to glue them (fig. 23).

In the applications showed, the reducer’s 
outlet pipes are integral-assembled with the 
reducer through the common fixing onto the 
hanger bar, which avoids the slipping of the 
pipe from the reducer.
Differently, if the outlet pipes or connectors 
are free, without any fixing or contrast to avoid 
their coming out, it is necessary to use an 
appropriate glue to fix the pipes to the reducer 
to prevent the slipping of the pipes from the 
reducer during the cleaning operations.

MOUNTING

21
24
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Attention: in the installation of drinking systems with floor breeding and with water with 
feeding through Rilsan pipe (art. 4772) follow these directions:
Put the support rope       in the slot of the fixing clip in order to have the pressure reducer 
lifted up and aligned with the whole line. 
Couple with the appropriate rilsan spiral clamp       the water supply spiral pipe      to the 
lifting rope of the reducer in order to keep the reducer balanced (shown on fig. 24).
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fig.23
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fig.24

43
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To carry out the cleaning operation it is necessary to put water at highest pressure in the line 
in order to exclude the reducing effects carried out by the pressure reducer.
To obtain the BY PASS function turn the ring      anti-clockwise (as shown on fig. 25), after 
having pushed the little black tab to make the ring free to rotate. The ring’s rotation will stop 
automatically in correspondence with the appropriate protuberance, after approx. 1/4 of 
turn. This function allows to obtain the highest water pressure.
Do not insist unscrewing the ring more to avoid the complete disengagement of the tap 
from the reducer.
After this operation the water can flow without passing through the nozzle, thus entering the 
upper part of the reducer and the pipelines.
At the end of the cleaning operation (in the time required determined by the kind of 
detergent used), to stop the “BY-PASS” function it is necessary to turn the ring      clockwise 
until the black tab enters the appropriate location. Only in this case the reducer will operate 
correctly. When the reducer does not work correctly it is always due to eventual dirt or to dam-

C

C

BY PASS WORKING

fig.25
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CLEANING OF THE TAP AND OF THE NOZZLE

Ages in the group of the “nozzle      -gasket      ”.
Proceed as follows to clean or to replace the nozzle:
• Unscrew completely the supply tap of the pressure reducer.
• Remove the nozzle      from the reducer using the appropriate nozzle extractor     art. 
490102 (it is sufficient to insert it from the “B” side in the nozzle in order to couple the nozzle 
to the tool art. 490102 and then pull up to extract the nozzle out as shown on fig. 26).

45

45

46

• Clean the rubber gasket      using cotton-sticks or, if it is damaged, replace the rubber 
gasket using a small pincer and extract it. 
• To replace the rubber gasket, insert in the appropriate seat a new rubber pushing
it till the bottom of the seat (refer to fig. 27).
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fig.26

fig.27

46
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At the end of the operation insert again the nozzle in its seat (this operation is carried out 
using the same nozzle-extractor       art. 490102 from the “A”side).
To insert the nozzle in the appropriate seat, follow these directions and refer to fig.9:
• Release the nozzle from the nozzle-extractor art. 490102 used to extract it.
• Clean it if necessary.
• Insert the nozzle again in the nozzle-extractor art. 490102 by the “A” side and push it to the
   bottom of its seat into the pressure reducer; once the nozzle has been correctly positioned,
   lightly bend the nozzle-extractor until its release.
• Screw completely the supply tap in the reducer.

Attention: the insufficient screwing of the tap may cause the wrong working of the pressure 
reducer due to the water entering in the body of the pressure reducer at high pressure.

Remember that the cleaning of the reducer allows obtaining the best working of all supply 
system.

Push the ring inwards the reducer for approx. 7 mm., turn it anticlockwise

47

fig.28

47

45
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Stretch the antiroost galvanized steel cable Ø 1,6 mms       inserting it through the slots of 
the polyester rope       and fix it, at one end of the line using the steel bush clamp      , to a 
tensioning spiral spring      that has to be hooked to the end line bracket previously mounted 
onto the galvanized square bar 25 x 25 mm, or to the bracket      on the aluminium profile 
(fig.30).
On the other side of the line, the cable must be fixed directly to the correspondent brackets 
previously mounted to the same support bars (fig.31).
After the Ø 1,6 mms antiroost cable has been tensioned, place it in the opportune seats of 
the hanger brackets     or    , then close the elastic button in case of hanger brackets
     mounted on galvanized tubular bar.

CHANGE OF THE SPRING FOR MEMBRANE PUSHING

MOUNTING OF THE ANTIROOST SYSTEM
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until the notch      of the ring moves from position I to position II, then extract the ring,
the membrane pushing group and the spring.
To insert back the whole group, do the operation contrariwise (refer to fig. 29).

48

fig.29

14

fig.30 fig.31
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Insert the supports        in the tube equally spaced apart then proceed to slide the extension for 
the second support       onto the hose support, then secure it with       and     .(fig.A and fig.B)A

MOUNTING OF THE DUBLE SYSTEM ANTIROOST 

A

A

B

D

D

Once the extension for the second support has 
been fixed, proceed to insert the galvanized 
cable inside the first hole located in the support 
at the beginning of the line and then pass it 
through the tension springs of the cable    and 
hook it to the 60 mm plastic pulley     . Insert the 
cable in the plastic part of the pulley in such a 
way as to have a double anti-roost cable to 
pass through the special supports. (fig.1A)

B
C

C

fig.A fig.B

fig.1A

fig.2A

fig.3A

After laying the galvanized anti-roost cable 
through the supports, clasp it directly on 
the end-of-line support using two socket 
clamps.     (fig.2A)

We recommend the application of a maximum of 6 supports for a length of 3 meters of 
cable, with a distance of 50 cm between one and the other (fig.3A).

a
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PRESSURE REDUCER FOR SLOPING LINE ART. 4802

The pressure reducer art. 4802, suitable for the assembly on 
sloping lines, differs from the art. 4801 above described, as 
the water inlet is lateral (rather than from the upper part); 
this in order to be placed along the drinking lines. In the 
upper part of the slope reducer item 4802 there are two 
taps with 2 transparent level check hoses      , one (close 
to the inlet) checks the pressure upstream the reducer and 
the other one (close to the outlet) checks the pressure 
downstream the reducer; in this latter hose we may note 
the change of height of the float ball      art. 4727 by turning
the regulation ring nut.
A stainless steel plug-valve       is inserted on the upper end 
of the hose; its operation is regulated by the float ball, and 
it must automatically avoid the water to come out from 
the level-check hose in case of sudden increase of the 
outlet pressure (for example, due to the use of the by-pass 
in the pressure-cleaning operations) (fig.32) .

The nozzle       of this reducer is located into the seat (under the tap) marked with the sign “O”.
For a better functioning of the Snap drinking system, we recommend to place a slope 
reducer item 4802 along the sloping line every 15 cms of height loss.
This in order to bring the water column height (pressure), increased by the line’s height loss, 
back to the desired level.
The item 4802 reducer also helps the elimination of “air-pockets”.
For this type of reducer there is the availability of connectors       to square pipes 22x22 mms.
Be careful! When you want to change the height of the water column (pressure) in the line, 
you have to act not only on the reducer with supply unit art. 4901, but even on all the art. 
4802 slope reducers placed along the drinking line.
On the occasion of the end cycle cleaning, in order to let the water and sanitizing detergent 
pass through the reducers in the fastest possible way, so obtaining a strong cleaning effect, 
apply a art. 4868 by-pass to every reducer.
All the reducer versions offer the possibility of an easy and quick change of the nozzles art. 
480103 (for art. 4802 version) and art. 490103 (for art. 4901 version), of the art. 480107 rubber seal 
and of the art. 480115 membrane-pushing spring without having to open the reducer’s body.
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fig.32
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At the end of each SNAP drinking line, an “end line kit” is needed.
That is a group of parts including a tap       for the drainage of the line’s water, a transparent 
hose       with float ball      for the check at sight of the water pressure, a valve      to prevent 
the water from overflowing when high pressure cleaning operation are in effect (fig.33).
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fig.35fig.34

MOUNTING OF THE END LINE KIT

50
51

When you lift the line to the ceiling for the cleaning operations, the support spring       of the 
transparent hose, bending itself against the ceiling, protects the transparent level-check 
hose from irreversible plies and allows an elastic return to the normal position; it is anyhow 
possible to slip from their seat the level-check hose and the support spring before lifting the 
line, slipping the end line “SNAP” drinker       or      from the end line bracket (fig.34) or, in case 
of water-supply round pipe, turning the whole end line group downwards (fig.35).

17 19

57

The end line T connector      must be glued to the PVC round pipe Ø 26,6 mms, to prevent it 
from rotating or falling off.
The end line kit also includes the antiroost cable tensioning spring      , the cable bush clamp
     , the end line bracket      needed to fix the antiroost cable      .
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fig.36

INLINE CUT OFF KIT Art. 4866

PROPORTIONAL MEDICATOR ART. 4808

WATER METER ART. 4807

FILTERS

This kit has to be considered an ideal solution in the chick-breeding 
to avoid the water supply of parts of the house temporarily not in use; 
anyhow, it permits to interrupt the water flow in a mid-line position. This 
kit has the same characteristics of the end-line kit, possibility to control 
the water level included(fig.36).

Used to mix up water with medicines or chemical substances in opportune 
proportions, automatically and without electrical power needed.
• Minimum delivery 10 I./h.
• Maximum delivery 2,5 cubic meter/h.
• Minimum pressure 0,30 bar
• Maximum pressure 6 bar

Essential for a good management of the breeding installation 
and control of the water consumption. Item 4807 has a very 
high sensitivity and preciseness even for limited deliveries 
(chick breeding). Normally one each house.

Item 9201 delivery 3700 lts./h., 50-100 micron cleanable cartridge, 3/4” 
F connections.
Cleaning by unscrewing of the bowl and washing of the cartridge.

fig.37

fig.38

fig.39
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Problems

Causes Solutions

CONNECTORS AND TAPS

In order to build-up a complete PVC circuit, a range of quick-fastening connections and taps 
(through O-ring gaskets or 3/4” threading) is available.
Several kinds of taps are available, according to the type of outlet connection.
They all have nut for the regulation of the gaskets compression.

Rubber art. 480107/ nozzle
art. 480103 dirt or damaged

Unscrew the water supply tap
and replace the rubber and/or

the nozzle (refer to page. 12)

The O-ring of the nozzle is
dirt or damaged.

Unscrew the supply tap, take
out the nozzle art. 480103, clean

or replace the O-ring.

Supply tap not completely
screwed.

Screw the supply tap up to the
bottom of its seat in order to

keep pressed the nozzle’s Oring.

The by pass tap does not
close the water flow

Check the assembly of the ball
and of the tap gaskets.

Loosing of the reducer’s
shell nut art. 900614

Follow the instruction on page
16 in order to replace the

spring. Once the whole group
has been removed, tighten the

M8 nut art. 4706 using a
tubolar wrench.

The float ball of the reducer shows
a highest pressure and does not react

to the adjustment of the knob.

 Water loss under the adjustment
ring of the pressure reducer.
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